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Cities VS Suburbs - What's Best For Humans?Urban Politics Cities And Suburbs
The pandemic promised nothing short of the End of Cities, a prophecy foretold by pundits, tweets and headlines, at times with unveiled schadenfreude. If the past year has laid bare many underlying ...
Covid Didn’t Kill Cities. Why Was That Prophecy So Alluring?
According to the Biden administration, standard zoning rules imposed by local governments are racist. Part of the proposed $2.3 trillion Biden infrastructure plan seeks not to improve the inner cities ...
COMMENTARY: Biden's housing rule would end suburbs as we know them
The ‘urban heat island’ effect amplifies a heat wave’s already-oppressive temperatures: areas with a lot of asphalt, buildings and freeways tend to absorb the sun’s energy ...
These U.S. cities have the worst urban heat, where temperatures can spike 15-20 degrees in a matter of blocks
¹ As in many suburbs in the New York region during the ... In response to the middle-class exodus from the core, cities have devoted substantial... 9 Urban Renewal: Political Skill and Constituency ...
New York: The Politics of Urban Regional Development
Seemingly messy and chaotic, the landscapes and urban life of cities in Asia possess an order and hierarchy that often challenges understanding and ...
Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other" Cities of Asia
The US government’s definition of an American metropolis could change and some cities are concerned ... “metropolitan statistical area,” to areas where the urban center has at least 100,000 ...
The 144 cities the US government says shouldn’t be called metropolitan anymore
All of that determines both our lifestyle and the kinds of cities we build. U.S. cities have arrived at a crossroads. Explosive growth in the South and Southwest, heightened awareness of inequality, ...
U.S. cities are at a crossroads
Racial and Ethnic Politics in American Suburbs examines racial and ethnic politics outside traditional urban contexts and questions the standard ... non-white migrants has occurred outside of central ...
Racial and Ethnic Politics in American Suburbs
They’re essentially trying to strangle local governments.” It’s not unusual for a state legislature to set limits on what cities can do. In the American system of federalism, cities are subsidiaries ...
‘Trying to strangle local governments’: What happens when states and their cities become adversaries?
In the context of the Bangkok Design Week 2021, the European Union has formed a partnership with we!park to organise the “New Green Possibilities” international online forum as an introduction of the ...
EU Launches New Urban Cooperation Programme In Thailand With “New Green Possibilities” Forum, Co-organised By We!park
Vehicle parking is a major problem in urban areas in both developed and developing countries. Following the rapid increase of car ownership, many cities are suffering from lacking of car parking areas ...
Problem of Parking in Urban Areas and their Possible Solutions
(THE CONVERSATION) Traffic is so ubiquitous in U.S. cities that until recently, imagining urban life without it ... But there are competing interests and political counterpressures.
As urban life resumes, can US cities avert gridlock?
First, a sizeable majority of recent relocations happened within the same geographic area. This finding ... Journal of Political Economy, 64 (5): 416–424. 2 Muth, R. (1969) Cities and Housing; the ...
Recent urban migrations and hotel markets
The opposite is occurring in some suburbs and towns ... are suggesting the future of cities will be radically different. So what does this mean for urban planning? Cities are complex entities.
COVID has disrupted our big cities, and regional planning has to catch up fast
Cities, monumental stone architecture and writing all gradually emerged at certain key political centres ... is simply mind-boggling: an urban residential area of more than 1,000 sq km has ...
The real urban jungle: how ancient societies reimagined what cities could be
Leaders in Washington state and elsewhere have called for increasing tree canopy in underserved communities, which disproportionately experience urban heat island effects.
A cool idea for low-income urban areas hard hit by warming climate: More trees
Quinto-Collins said her son pleaded for his life while officers pinned him down for five minutes, with one holding his legs and another placing a knee on his neck. His case prompted national outrage ...
Suburban police killings are more common yet face less scrutiny in Bay Area
In building cities ... urban areas. For example, vegetation lowers the temperature of the city by 1 C to 9 C. This is not only a matter of providing shade — transpiration from the leaf surface ...
How urban gardens can boost biodiversity and make cities more sustainable
Prophecies about the demise of urban life have morphed to match the moment: Surely disease will kill cities, or congestion will, or corruption, or suburbanization, or fiscal crises, or technology, or ...
Covid didn’t kill cities. But why was that prophecy so alluring?
According to the Biden administration, standard zoning rules imposed by local governments are racist. Part of the proposed $2.3 trillion Biden infrastructure plan seeks not to improve the inner cities ...
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